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Abstract: Careful control of the temperature and duration of the
reaction between titanium tert-butoxide and acetic acid leads to
the formation of new polyoxotitanate clusters with 14, 18, and 28
Ti atoms. They are considered intermediates in the growth of Ti/O
nanoclusters of increasing size. The Ti28 cluster is the largest
crystallized to date. UV/vis spectroscopy on this cluster reveals
that the optical band gap is blue-shifted with respect to a cluster
containing only 17 titanium atoms indicating that the optical
properties are more heavily influenced by the internal structure
of the particle than its size.

Precise structural information on surface layers of titanium oxide
nanoparticles is generally lacking but can be obtained from
crystalline phases of polyoxotitanate (POT) nanoclusters. However,
their use has been limited by the size of the clusters which have
been synthesized so far. We now report on the synthesis and
crystallization of three new phases, which give insight into the
structure of the surface layers of Ti/O phases and into the growth
mechanism of Ti nanoparticles.
Because of their importance in the design of efficient photovoltaic
cells, the properties of photosensitizer dyes adsorbed on Ti/O
surfaces have been extensively investigated by both experimental
and theoretical methods.1-5 The crystalline nanocluster phase offers
the opportunity to relate spectroscopic and other information on
the clusters to the geometry at atomic resolution6,7 and provides a
unique bridge between monomeric metal species and bulk metal
oxides in terms of both atomic structure and chemical reactivity.
Though molybdenum, tungsten, and vanadium clusters dominate
the polyoxometalate (POM) literature,8 polyoxotitanates have
received considerable interest, particularly for their catalytic
properties.9-11 We recently described POTs functionalized with
catechol and isonicotinic acid as models for the interface in dyesensitized solar cells.7
Prior to this report, 18 titanium atom clusters were the largest
POTs synthesized.11,12 Here we report the synthesis, crystallization,
and structure determination of three new POT clusters:
Ti14O20H(OBut)13(OAc)4 (1), Ti18O25OBut12OAc10 (2), and
Ti28O40OBut20OAc12 (3). The Ti28 cluster is the largest POT
synthesized and crystallized to date. Bonding in the metal oxide
cores of these POT clusters shares features of the bulk pure-phase
structures. At the periphery, however, they exhibit undercoordination as expected in the surface layers of the larger Ti/O nanoparticles, the structure of which controls the mode of binding of the
dye molecules.
In 1, 9 of the 14 titanium atoms are six-coordinate with distorted
octahedral geometries whereas 4 are five-coordinate possessing a
square pyramidal geometry. The remaining titanium atom is fourcoordinate with a tetrahedral geometry.
10.1021/ja106436y  2010 American Chemical Society

The structure of 2 differs significantly from the two Ti18 structures
published previously11,12 but is remarkably similar to that of 1. It
can be considered as 1 with an additional group of four titanium
atoms. Of the 18 titanium atoms in 2, 15 are six-coordinate and 3
are five-coordinate possessing distorted octahedral and square
pyramidal geometries, respectively.
The structure of 3, also similar to that of 1, appears to be a pair
of 14 titanium atom clusters joined through two Ti-oxygen bridges.
Of the titanium atoms in this cluster, 20 are six-coordinate, while
the remaining 8 are five-coordinate. The metal oxide core of 3 is
2.0 nm wide, while longest dimension of the entire particle is nearly
2.4 nm.
The structural similarities of the three compounds are illustrated
in Figure 1. The three five-coordinate titanium atoms in 2 are located
in identical positions in clusters 1 and 3. The similar positions and
orientations of the ligands are clear in the wire frame view. The
two acetate groups at the top of the clusters provide a convenient
reference for aligning the three clusters relative to one another.

Figure 1. Upper: Wire frame visualization of 1, 2, and 3 (left to right).

Middle row: Polyhedral representation of the titanium atoms in the metal
oxide core shaded according to coordination number: Six (blue), five (green),
four (purple). Lower: Same as middle except molecules have undergone a
C2 rotation as indicated. Red arrows indicate the oxygen which is threecoordinate in 1 and four-coordinate in 2 and 3.

Viewed as polyhedra, it is evident that the majority of the
titanium atoms of the common Ti14 fragment share not only the
spatial position within the cluster but also the orientation and
connectivity of the coordination sphere. In 2 and 3, the fourcoordinate titanium in 1 is displaced sideways and becomes sixcoordinate. The acetate group bound to the analogous titanium in
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2 and 3 not only contributes a metal oxygen bond but also results
in a new bond of the titanium atom with a neighboring oxygen
atom increasing the coordination of the oxygen atom to four.
Viewed together, the structures of 1, 2, and 3 appear to be
snapshots of intermediate structures in the growth of TiO2 nanoparticles. In fact when the solutions that produce 1, 2, and 3 are
heated to 160 °C, a white powder insoluble in organic solvents is
precipitated (Supporting Information). XRD analysis of the powder
revealed it to be anatase (Figure 2). Unlike the commercially
available P25 it does not contain a rutile contaminant. It is tempting
to presume that the order of cluster formation tracks with the cluster
size; i.e., the formation of 1 precedes 2 which is in turn followed
by 3. However, the presence of 2 and 3 in a solution heated for 2
days and 1 and 3 in a solution heated for 5 days suggests the
mechanisms of formation to be more complicated. That the larger
cluster 2 might form prior to 1 is supported by examining the acetate
ratio, the number of acetate ligands to butoxide ligands, in the POT
clusters. Of the three complexes presented herein, 2 possesses the
largest acetate ratio of 0.83. 3 and 1 have acetate ratios of 0.6 and
0.3, respectively.

Because of the correlation between the degree of condensation,
defined by y/x for [TixOy][OR]4x-2y, and the susceptibility to
hydrolysis,17 the former provides a metric for assessing the stability
of a cluster and the similarity to the fully condensed TiO2. While
the degree of condensation generally increases with cluster size,
this is not always the case. With a condensation factor (CF) of
1.56, the previously described [Ti18O28H(OBut)17]11 remains the
most condensed POT to date. Despite 1 possessing twice as many
titanium atoms as 3, both clusters possess equivalent degrees of
condensation at 1.43, while 2 which also contains more Ti atoms
than 1 is slightly lower with a CF of 1.39. Although we have not
tested our compounds’ susceptibility to further hydrolysis, based
on their similar CFs they likely exhibit a reactivity similar to that
of [Ti18O28H(OBut)17]. It is worth noting that even though progress
has been made in growing larger POT clusters, no clusters have
yet been identified with a CF between 1.56 and 2.0.

Figure 3. Absorption spectra of 3 in CH2Cl2 at the following concentrations:
6.3 (]), 0.63 (0), 0.063 (4), and 6.3 × 10-3 (×) g/L.

Figure 2. Experimental XRD powder patterns of commercially available
TiO2 (Degussa P25, red line) and powder obtained from reactions at 160
°C (blue line) overlaid with calculated powder pattern for anatase (green
line) using Mercury (fwhm ) 0.7°). Peaks from rutile present in the
commercial powder are indicated by stars.

POT growth is driven by the hydrolysis of the titanium alkoxides
by water released from esterification reactions between acetic acid
and the butanol. The presence of tert-butyl acetate as a solvent of
crystallization in the structure of 1 provides direct evidence to
support this mechanism. As the reaction proceeds, acetic acid is
consumed, and the titanium precursor is hydrolyzed into larger
clusters. We hypothesize that a cluster rich in acetate such as 2 is
formed earlier in the reaction when the concentration of acetic acid
was higher than later when the acetic acid was near depletion.
The crystal structures of rutile,13 anatase,14 and brookite,15 the
three common pure-phase polymorphs of TiO2, consist entirely of
six-coordinate titanium atoms connected by µ3-oxo bridges. That
all three clusters presented herein also consist primarily of sixcoordinate titanium atoms connected through µ3-oxo bridges speaks
to the structural similarities between these complexes and their purephase counterparts. Additionally, fragments of the Ti/O cores
strongly resemble the extended structures of rutile and anatase
(Supporting Information). However, the clusters also share structural
motifs more likely found on TiO2 surfaces such as undercoordination of titanium, the presence of which has been attributed to
the increased reactivity of nanoclusters.16
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Only 3 could be isolated in quantities sufficient for UV/vis
spectroscopy. The spectra of this compound, shown in Figure 3,
are remarkably similar to the spectra of the Ti17 clusters reported
previously.7 At high loading densities (6.3 g/L), the absorption onset
occurs at approximately 350 nm; the onset occurs below 300 nm
at loading densities below 6.3 × 10-3 g/L. For optical transitions
near the absorption edge the absorption coefficient, R (cm-1), is
given by the following expression:

R ) B(hν - Eg)n /hν

(1)

where B is the absorption constant for the transition, Eg (eV) the
energy of the band gap, and hν (eV) the photon energy.18 The power
n characterizes the nature of the transition.
The fit of eq 1 to the absorption coefficient near the absorption
edge (Supporting Information) reveals that 3 possesses an allowed
direct transition band gap of 4.53 ( 0.02 eV (R2 ) 0.999) and a
forbidden indirect transition band gap of 3.43 ( 0.01 eV (R2 )
0.946). These values are blue-shifted with respect to both large
single crystals and distributions of nanoparticles of pure-phase
TiO219 and of monodisperse Ti17 clusters.7 The blue shifts of 3
relative to the direct and indirect band gaps of Ti17 which are 4.26
and 3.36 eV, respectively, are noteworthy given the additional 11
titanium atoms and larger cluster size of 3. One must conclude
that the blue shift of 3 is likely the result of the different bonding
within the metal oxide core. In accordance with the core of 3
resembling two Ti14 fragments connected by only two metal oxygen
bonds, it appears to possess electronic properties consistent with
those of a smaller cluster.
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In conclusion, we present the synthesis and characterization of
three new polyoxotitanate nanoclusters. The 28 titanium atom
cluster described herein is the largest POT synthesized and
crystallized to date. While high temperatures and pressures are
required to obtain these clusters, excessive heating results in the
exclusive formation of anatase. The well-defined POT clusters
possess features of both the pure-phase bulk crystal structures and
their surfaces, making POTs unique analogs for pure-phase nanoparticles. The larger energy band gap of the Ti28 cluster relative to
the Ti17 cluster indicates that the optical properties are determined
not by the size of the particle but rather the nature of the bonding
within the semiconductor core.
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